Bet On a **CURE!**
*Please join us for an enjoyable afternoon with family and friends to benefit*

**CURED**
Campaign Urging Research for Eosinophilic Disease

Sunday, May 15, 2011
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
Arlington Park Racetrack
International Room
Lunch - Beer/Wine - Silent Auction - Horse Racing

Dress Code: Business Casual-No Jeans, Shorts or Sneakers
(Strictly Enforced)

**GOLD SPONSORS**
The Bunning Family
The Millner Family Foundation

**SPONSORS**
Judy and Bruce Bendoff
Laurie and Steven Cadkin
CIA North America
Donna and Marty Field
Field Packaging Group, Inc
Amy and Brian Herzog
Meritage Pharma, Inc

**BOARD MEMBERS**
Judy Becker
Laurie Cadkin
Wendy Connell
Sheryl Daughtery
Charlene Glanz
Sheryl Grossman
Vicky Gottlieb
Marcy Kahan
Mindu Kaplan
Ellyn Kodroff
Rhona Kodroff
Cari Kroll
Elaine Leifman
Lori Plotnick
Susie Rubenstein
Debbie Starr
Sari Wiaz

**EVENT COMMITTEE**
Sheri Bakal
Kristen Benwitz
Jill Bluver
Tracy Chaet
Laura Cohn
Phyllis Colby
Jenny Eitel
Debbie Elias
Andrew Field
Donna Field
Lauren Field
Marty Field
Michelle Fink
Eddie Glanz

Gigi Gold
Jason Hecker
Shelley Hecker
Hillary Heller
Brian Herzog
Buddy Herzog
Hazel Herzog
Wendy Joseph
Chesi Kessler
Pam Lowy
Denise Mack
Kim Mindel
Seth Mindel
Susan Millner

Julie Moss
Vera Murphy
Marla Neuman
Stacy Rosenbach
Karen Semler
Loren Semler
Lynn Rubin
Debby Sharlin
Dana Shinkle
Lisa Spathis
Lisa Weber
Amy Zlotwicz
Barry Zlotwicz

www.curedfoundation.org